Norwegian Golf Federation – Women in Golf Charter Pledge

Diversity among our female golfers means that we can better utilize qualified and educated female human resources, change the culture and increase the visibility of golf as a women’s sport. We continue to strengthen our focus on improving gender balance in all levels by supporting and developing next-generation female golfers.

Women are an important growth factor for our sport. More active women in the clubs provide better economy, livelier environment, more competence and greater golfing pleasure for all.

The Norwegian Golf Federation are delighted to have signed the R&A’s Women in Golf Charter and have our initial targets as a charter signatory, which are listed below:

1. Adjustments in activity and competitions for female participants
2. Adjusted golf courses to suit female beginners
3. Identify and train professional female coaches for various education programs. This should again lead to more “female friendly” learning environments.
4. Increase the number of female volunteer coaches by offering financial support. In step 2 we also would like to inspire volunteer coaches all the way to a professional coaching career.
5. NGF currently have a Board which is made-up by a President and five VPs, along with two non-executive directors. This Board has primarily been derived from individuals who have progressed from the delivery level of the organization. To support the Board and drive the various activities, NGF has a General Secretary, a project manager for women and girls golf, several advisory teams and working groups, made up of both women and men.
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